
CONFIDENTIAL

Mission Briefing: “Damage Control”

Nature of Mission:
Assist the client in retrieving extortion materials that 
have been confiscated by a corrupt Granite City police 
officer, or in coming up with new extortion materials on 
that same officer.

Hazard Rating:
3.  (Low)0

Client:
Vincent “Don't Call Me Francis” Galliano, one of Rico 
Bracci's regular goons

Client Resources Allocated:
None

Compensation:
2,  cash$ 000

Objectives:  
Some months ago, Vincent “Don't Call Me Francis” Galliano had come into possession of 
store security video tape of Granite City uniformed police officer John Hitchcock 
shaking down the owner of the P X Liquor Store in downtown Granite City for a cash 
payment.

Galliano had presented this video tape to his boss (Rico Bracci) as potential blackmail 
material against Officer Hitchcock, but citing too much risk and not enough GCPD 
officers their payroll, Rico vetoed the extortion of Officer Hitchcock and told Galliano 
to lock the tape away in case they ever needed leverage on him down the road.

However, due to some recent collections mishaps and some botched jobs, Galliano has been 
short on the money he normally turns over to Rico, and decided to quietly go ahead with 
his extortion of Officer Hitchcock without Rico's blessing.  Galliano had planned on 
extorting ,  from Hitchcock and turning over 6,5  to Rico so as to be back in$10 000 $ 00  
Rico's good graces.

Predictably, when Galliano arranged a meeting with Officer Hitchcock, he neglected to 
plan for contingencies.  Hitchcock showed up with two other officers, got the drop on 
Galliano, and took the compromising video tape and didn't pay him a cent for it.

Worse yet, Hitchcock concluded that since Galliano was acting alone, he didn't have 
Rico's permission, so Hitchcock has been threatening to anonymously tell Rico that one 
of his goons was pulling jobs on the side without approval  something that could get–  
Galliano into even more trouble than he's already in with his boss.

Galliano requires assistance with either coming up with new leverage on Officer John 
Hitchcock so as to re-reverse the extortion, or re-obtaining the stolen security video 
tape of Officer Hitchcock so as to get him to keep his mouth shut.
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